The Kuwait Programme at ICTP

ICTP and the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Sciences (KFAS) announce a joint programme of support for scientists from Kuwait and the Arab world to be engaged in ICTP activities.

The Kuwait Programme at ICTP offers the following opportunities:

- **Supporting Scientists from Arab Countries to attend ICTP Scientific Calendar activities**: Support will cover travel expenses and a daily living allowance to each scientist for a period not exceeding one month of his/her stay for the attended activity; see www.ictp.it/scientific-calendar.aspx for upcoming conferences and workshops.

- **Diploma Students Programme**: This programme will support three Arab students to attend ICTP’s Postgraduate Diploma Programme, an intense, 12-month post-graduate educational programme. For more details, see diploma.ictp.it. Deadline: 31 January

- **Post-doctoral Fellowship**: Awarded to a young post-doctorate Arab scientist working in Kuwait, with priority to Kuwaiti scientists, the fellowship allows this scientist to continue his/her research in the areas of expertise of ICTP for a period not exceeding 12 months, under the supervision of a resident scientist at the Centre. Deadline: 31 January

For more details visit kfas.ictp.it

Contacts: ictp.kfas@ictp.it and oip@kfas.org.kw

kfas.ictp.it